In appreciation to our MAJOR DONORS

Annual giving, including membership, programmatic underwriting/sponsorships, High Holy Days contributions, tributes and other meaningful gifts enable CBST to sustain our inspiring services and observances, enriching educational programs, community-building events, and the extraordinary social justice work that changes lives and makes history, for our members and for society well beyond our walls.

Every gift is important.
Each one who contributes enables all of us to live up to our ideals.

With deep appreciation, we here acknowledge donors whose cumulative charitable giving (excluding Capital contributions) totaled $5,000+ from September 1, 2019 through August 31, 2020.

$100,000+
Heymi and Esteban Kuriel
Jeffrey Seller and Joshua Lehrer
David Wine and Michael MacElhenny

$50,000+
Andy Cohen
William Fern and John Bliss
David Reich and Keith Marran
Marc Waldor and Nancy Long

$25,000+
Adam Berger and Stephen Frank
Barbara Dolgin and Hanna Gafni
Sabrina Farber and Ellen Shapiro
William Hibsher and Richard Orient
Eric Rosenbaum and Pierre Vallet

$18,000+
Ruth Berman
Sherri Felt Dratfield and Simon Dratfield
Erica Forman and Liz Abzug
Robert Frank
Lee Jason Goldberg
Rosanne Leipzig and Ora Chaikin
Nancy Meyer and Marc Weiss
Gregg Passin and Andrew Schmidt
Ira Rosenblum and Kenneth Karpe

continued…
The CBST community is deeply grateful for grants received during the past year from the following organizations:

Atran Foundation Inc
Covenant Foundation
Irma L. & Abram S. Croll Charitable Trust
The Calamus Foundation
NYC Council Discretionary Funding for Faith Based Initiatives
Fan Fox and Leslie R. Samuels Foundation
UJA-Federation of New York
H. van Ameringen Foundation

and many donor-advised funds, foundations, and employer matching gifts, and bequest:
Estate of Harold Gabel, z”l and
Estate of Stanley Moldovan, z”l.

$10,000+
Andrew Austin and Michael Sonberg
Nancy Alpert and Gwen Marcus
Carol Feinman
Liz Galst and Lisa Springer
Michael Goldstein
Stephen Goldstone and Bruce Karp
Jerry Hyman and Mark Cohen
Neal Hoffman and Andrew Ingall
Rabbi Sharon Kleinbaum and Randi Weingarten
Aari Ludvigsen and Barbara Gaines
Arthur Leonard and Timothy Nenno
Elan Mendel
Marsha Melnick and Susan Meyer
Noemi Masliah and Barbara Cohen
Sara Mayes
Wendy Marks
Meret Oppenheim and Stephen Lipmann
Amit Paley and Jonathan Naymark
Cindy Rizzo and Jennifer Schwam
Linda Rosenbluth and Sally Kopstein
Adam Shapiro
Robert Seligsohn
Mark Winkler
Irina Yakhnis

$5,000+
Alton Bader
Barry Blecher
Laural Boone
Bruce Cohen and Gabriel Catone
Phyllis Dicker
Howard Dimond
Jamie Drake
Sherry Drasin and Barbara Grindell
Noreen Dean Dresser
Michael and David Ezon
Louis Fishman and Ingrid Nyboe
Gerald Goldhaber
David Goldman and Mark Schaffer
Nathan Goldstein and Mitchell Davis
Yelena Goltsman and Barbara Freedman
Jean Hamerman and Nina Massen
Elie Hirschfeld
Rabbi Jo Hirschmann and Elizabeth Wilson
Judy Hollander and Bonnie Marty
Susan Ingerman and Arlene Siegelman
Marcy Kahn and Diane Churchill
Howard Kales
Susan Kanrich
Larry Kay
Ethel Klein and Edward Krugman
Shari Klugman and Debbi Berman
Regina Linder and Leah Trachten
Seth Mannin and Rachel Tiven
Gordon Miller and Daniel Goldhagen
Jeffrey Miller and Laurie Magid
Albert Shemmy Mishaan and Jennifer Colyer
Charles and Pearl Moerdler
Isaac Namdar and Andrew Mitchell-Namdar
Jon Nathanson and Richard Feldman
Gabriella Nawi
Janet Pavloff and Lisa Kartzman
Louis Rittmaster
James Rosenberg
Jonathan Sheffer
Jayne Sherman and Deby Zum
Andrea Simon and Peter Rippon
Jason Stevens and Erica Brown
Dvorah Stoll
Abbe Tiger and Dianne Hess
Pascal and Felix Wolf
Ivan Zimmerman and Taryn Higashi